How to Use the Carsonite® PDR1 / PDL Marker Post Installer

**WITHOUT GUIDE TUBE**

1. With the driver inverted, insert a marker into the driver. See Figure 1.

2. Holding both post and driver, rotate the post into position. Align the post with its sheeting or decal facing oncoming traffic, or in the appropriate direction. See Figure 2.

3. Drive the marker into the ground with a series of light taps. Brace your foot against the base of the post to control buckling. Keep the post and anchor vertically plumb. Repeat the driving procedure until the recommended burial depth has been reached. See Figure 3.

4. Lift the driver off of the marker.

**USING GUIDE TUBE**

1. With the driver inverted, insert the guide tube. Slide a marker into the guide tube. See Figure 1.

2. Holding both post and driver, rotate the post into position. Align the post with its sheeting or decal facing oncoming traffic, or in the appropriate direction.

3. Drive the marker into the ground with a series of light taps. See Figure 2.

4. Drive the post to the desired above-ground length, as shown on the scale located on the guide tube. See Figure 3.

5. Lift the driver off of the marker.